Memories of the 3rd EAN CONGRESS

The EAN Archive - Keeping the Past for the Future

Klaus V. Toyka - Julia Mayer - Christian Krarup

The EAN Archivists
The Venue in Amsterdam

RAI Congress Center
EAN – The Headoffice has arrived in Amsterdam ➔ Directions and distances are clear
Music by Telemann - Mozart - Poulenc performed by Hannah Cock, flute, Beate Toyka, piano & Klaus Toyka, Violin
Welcome by Selma Tromp & Günther Deuschl

A happy group of musicians

A happy dining table
Saturday, June 24, 2017 - Opening of the 3rd EAN Congress

EAN President Günther Deuschl

Speaker Bas Bloem

Local Chair Bernard Uitdehaag
Saturday, June 24, 2017 - The EAN Jump to over 6000 Participants
Saturday, June 24 - Opening-Reception at Strand Zuid

P. Soelberg-Sørensen - E. Deuschl - von Oertzen Family - Participants from around Europe
G. Deuschl - F. Miltner - M. Meier-Stuckenberger
EAN Committees and Head Office

Günther Deuschl & Wolfgang Wick sign the Memorandum of Understanding with EANO

Ann Little & Günther Deuschl sign the Memorandum of Understanding with EFNA

Meeting EAN with EFNA

Meeting EAN with ILAE-CEA
Sunday, June 25 - The EAN-associated Chamber Music Recital at the Geert Grote College
Co-organized by Klaus Toyka, Hannah Cock, Beate Toyka & John Wokke

Networking with Elena Moro during the Opening Reception

Elisabeth Starkl - Lucia Cernicka - Florian Wild - Anja Sander

Polishing up the Auditorium
Monday, June 26 – Her Majesty the Queen of the Netherlands visits the EAN congress
Her Majesty Queen Máxima arrives with P. Scheltens

Round-table with the EAN Board

and listening to Neurologists in Training
Queen Máxima attended the Symposium on the Overarching Theme: Outcome Measures in Neurology
Named Lectures 2017: Christian Elger - Angela Vincent - Richard Frackowiak
Scientific sessions, Posters, Focused Workshops, Hands-on Courses, and Teaching Courses are well attended
The EAN e-Book on Neurological Examination  Lively Poster Sessions
WFN President Raad Shakir

Congratulating the Tournament winner

The President thanks “his right hand” Anja Sander
Monday, June 26,  Get together at the Hermitage

F. Fazekas - S. Fuchs - R. Toyka-Blum - A.& E. Federico

en-route to the Hermitage Museum by boat

Happy congress participants arriving at the Hermitage

RRFS-Board: V. Papp - L. Klingelhöfer - A. Sauerbier
END of the 3rd EAN Congress - Amsterdam

Special thanks to Bernard Uitdehaag and to the Local Organizing Committee, to the EAN Head Office and to Congrex Switzerland

Good Bye – see you all in Lisbon in June 2018